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- Education and involvement in precarious times

1 -3 JUNE 2022
UNIVERSITY OF ICELAND, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
REYKJAVÍK, ICELAND

Greetings from Reykjavik, Iceland.
In Iceland we have an old saying “glöggt er gests augað”, which means that the visitor often sees things the locals do not
notice any more or take for granted. In other words, developing new ideas, new points of views and new ways of thinking, as
well as discussions and debates, are always integral to meeting new people from different cultural contexts. This is especially
important when it comes to discussing education and pedagogy. With this in mind it is with great pleasure that we invite you
to participate in the 2022 NERA conference in Reykjavík Iceland June 1st to June 3rd 2022. The theme of the conference is:
Education and involvement in precarious times. The Covid-19 pandemic has demonstrated the precarious nature of human
lives / existence, lacking in predictability, security, material, and psychological welfare. In terms of education, the Covid-19
pandemic has, among other things, drawn attention to the precarious life of students and children around the world.
Keynote speakers are Unn-Doris K. Bæck, professor at the Arctic University in Tromsø, Norway; Dennis Francis, professor at
the University of Stellenbosch, South-Africa and Guy Standing, professor at the University of London, UK.
We look forward to meeting you all in Reykjavík,

Michael Dal, associate professor,
School of Education, University of Iceland

Kristín Jónsdóttir, associate professor,
School of Education, University of Iceland

Jón Ingvar Kjaran, professor,
School of Education, University of Iceland

Margrét Sigmarsdóttir, associate professor,
School of Education, University of Iceland

Katrín Johnson, project manager,
Educational Research Institute, School of Education, University of Iceland

Conference theme - Education and involvement in precarious times
The Covid-19 pandemic has demonstrated the precarious nature of human existence, lacking in predictability and security
as well as material and psychological welfare. However, some are more exposed than others, depending on social class, ethnicity, race, location, sexuality, gender, level of adjustment and need for special support. The Covid-19 pandemic has further
entrenched the division between rich and poor and increased the state of precariousness for a larger part of the world. In
other words, the pandemic has created a numerous social class of precariat.
In terms of education, the Covid-19 pandemic has, among other things, drawn attention to the precarious life of students
and children around the world. Inequality and social injustice have increased in educational spaces, not only within countries
but also between countries and localities, as is manifested in unequal distribution of knowledge, resources, and care. Some
children have full access to online resources and involved and educated parents to help them in their studies, while others
struggle for their basic needs. One can say that the pandemic has to a certain extent moved education into the private sphere
and limited access to schools. This has made the students more susceptible and exposed to precarity. On the other hand,
the advance in education and the use of technology in rapidly changing circumstances is remarkable. This has resulted in an
interesting shift in student-teacher relationships and parental involvement.
The current precarious nature of our times and its impact on education also offers possibilities for change and transformation.
During the pandemic, educators generally experienced a need to modify their teaching, and many have been engaged in
using new and different teaching and learning facilities. This has, among other things, triggered unforeseen results regarding
general changes in pedagogy and didactics with a switch to a more flexible approach to teaching and learning, focusing on a
higher degree of involvement of both teachers and students. We invite you to a creative and fruitful discussion on research
and development, policies and practices in education, and potential involvement from diverse perspectives.

Yours sincerely,

UNIVERISTY OF ICELAND

UNIVERSITY OF ICELAND
The University of Iceland is a
progressive educational and scientific institution, renowned in the global
scientific community for its research.
It is a state university, situated in
the heart of Reykjavík, the capital of
Iceland.
A modern, diversified, and rapidly
developing institution, the University of Iceland offers opportunities for study and research in over
400 programmes spanning most
fields of science and scholarship:
- Social Sciences
- Health Sciences

- Humanities
- Education
- Natural Sciences and Engineering
Some of the resources available
at the University are uniquely
Icelandic. These include the
manuscripts preserved in the Árni
Magnússon Institute, Icelandic
census records dating from 1703,
exceptionally complete genealogical data, and climatological,
glaciological,
seismic,
and
geothermal records.
The University of Iceland also

UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS
The University of Iceland operates in a
number of buildings in three areas: in
Vatnsmýri and Reykjavík West (Vesturbær),
Stakkahlíð, and Laugarvatn. The combined
area of all University buildings is approx.
100,000 m². The University is a vibrant
community which offers students and staff
excellent working facilities. Most buildings have
reading rooms and good facilities for group
work. Moreover, a number of computer labs

can be found in various locations in the area.
The University of Iceland offers class rooms
and auditoriums for rental for various events.
In our busy lives, healthy nutrition plays
an important role. Most University buildings on campus sell refreshments. A great
selection of food and beverages is available for purchase; and Háma, the Student
Cellar (Stúdentakjallarinn), and the student
cafés (kaffistofur stúdenta) are open to all.
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holds a leading role in sustainable
energy and environmental research.
The University of Iceland has
set itself the long-term goal of
being ranked among the 100 best
universities in the world and
to
employ
internationally
recognised quality standards in all
appraisement of its work.
We want a degree from the
University of Iceland to carry a
definitive mark of quality that can be
relied upon throughout the world.
This goal will be the strength of the
University's students in the future.

UNIVERSITY CAMPUS MAP
Háskóli Íslands er
starfræktur á fjórum svæðum
The University of Iceland
operates in four locations
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Aðalbygging Main
Building Miðlæg stjórnsýsla Central Administration. Hugvísindsvið
School of Humanities
Stapi
Heilbrigðisvísindasvið
School of Health Sciences
Háskólatorg University
Centre Þjónusta við
nemendur Student
Services. Fyrirlestrasalir
Lecture halls
Lögberg Félagsvísindasvið School of Social
Sciences
Nýi-Garður Hugvísindasvið School of Humanities
Oddi Félagsvísindasvið
School of Social Sciences
Heilbrigðisvísindasvið
School of Health Sciences
Gimli Félagsvísindasvið
School of Social Sciences
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Árnagarður Hugvísindasvið School of
Humanities. Stofnun
Árna Magnússonar í
íslenskum fræðum The
Árni Magnússon Institute
for Icelandic Studies
Íþróttahús University
Sport Centre
Askja Verkfræði- og
náttúruvísindasvið School
of Engineering and
Natural Sciences
Sturlugata 8 Verkfræðiog náttúruvísindasvið
School og Engineering
and Natural Sciences.
Heilbrigðisvísindasvið
School of Health Sciences
Aragata 9 Kennslumiðstöð Centre for teaching
and learning
Aragata 14
Heilbrigðisvísindasvið
School og Health Sciences
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14 VR-III Verkfræði- og náttúruvísindasvið School of
Engineering and Natural
Sciences
15 VR-I Verkfræði- og náttúruvísindasvið School of
Engineering and Natural
Sciences
16 VR-II Verkfræði- og náttúruvísindasvið School of
Engineering and Natural
Sciences
17 Tæknigarður Verkfræðiog náttúruvísindasvið
School of Engineering
and Natural Sciences
18 Smyrilsvegur Verkfræðiog náttúruvísindasvið
School of Engineering
and Natural Sciences
19 Endurmenntun
Continuing Education
20 Raunvísindastofnun
Science Institute
21 Háskólabíó Fyrirlestrasalir
Lecture halls

28
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ga
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D Stakkahlíð

Skipholt

22 Veröld - hús Vigdísar
Hugvísindasvið School of
Humanities
23 Oddagarðar Student
Housing FS / Student
Services
24 Neshagi 16 Stofnun Árna
Magnússonar í íslenskum
fræðum The Árni
Magnússon Institute for
Icelandic Studies
25 Hagi School of Health
Sciences
26 Læknagarður School of
Health Sciences
27 Eirberg School of Health
Sciences
28 Stakkahlíð School
of Education
29 Skipholt 37 School
of Education

THE UNIVERSITY OF ICELAND AT A GLANCE
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THE UNIVERISTY OF ICELAND AT A GLANCE
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION - STAKKAHLÍÐ VENUE

The School is the leading institution in education studies and well-being in Iceland and has an important social role in regards
to the education of teachers, social educators, leisure professionals, sports and health scientists as well as pedagogy and education studies. The School also offers a programme in international studies in education in English and a diploma education
for people with developemental disability.
The University of Iceland´s School of Education is located on the corner of Stakkahlíð and Háteigsvegur. This is on the east
side of downtown Reykjavík, while the main building and larger University area is located on the west side – a half an hour
walk away.
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION - STAKKAHLÍÐ VENUE

28-D

Stakkahlid

Bratti Auditorium

200 pax

Skrida Auditorium

300 pax

H-207

90 pax

20 other classrooms

20-50 pax

Link to Floor Plan in Stakkahlid

Stakkahlíð
is
located
about
30 minutes walking distance from
the main University campus area. It
is very close to several major hotels.
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HUMAN RIGHTS, GENDER EQUALITY AND SAFETY
ICELAND MIGHT BE SMALL IN
POPULATION SIZE BUT LARGE IN
MIGHT AND HUMAN RIGHTS
Human rights are protected by the Icelandic constitution
based on the principle to allow all persons to enjoy their
human rights regardless of origin, nationality, skin colour,
religious and political beliefs, sex, sexual orientation, age,
financial situation, heritage, disability, state of health or any
other status.
Iceland ranks number 2 of total 142 countries in safety and
security according to Legatum Prosperity Index 2015
In 2015 Iceland ranked number one in the World
Economic Forum; Gender Gap Report. The performance
was based on achievement in improving gender equality in
the area of education, political participation and women´s
participation in the labor force.
Iceland ranks no.1 on the Global Peace Index 2017 as well
as being one of the friendliest nation by World Economic
Forum.

It´s good to be a mother and child in Iceland according to
Save the Childrens annual Mothers’ Index 2016. Iceland
ranks number 3 out of 179 countries. The scores are
based on mothers’ and children’s health, educational,
economic and political status.

REYKJAVÍK
Safe, clean, hassle-free city centre
Perfectly situated midway between USA
and Europe, 3-5 hours flight from Europe
and 5-7 hours flight from USA

WHY REYKJAVIK
The capital city Reykjavik is expanding
its infrastructure and evolving into
a premiere location choice for
MICE planners, only 3-5 hours from
mainland Europe and 5-7 hours
from N-America. Iceland is closer
than you think. Unlike some major
European cities whose size can
be intimidating, Reykjavik has a
small-scale urban center that guests
find easy to navigate.
The hassle-free city centre is safe,
clean and packed with restaurants,
shopping, cultue and vibrant
nightlife. Iceland´s high level of
education,
scientific
expertise,

flourishing start-up culture and
magical nature makes the destination
a perfect backdrop for international
meetings and world-class events.
Planners can choose from moderate
accommodation to high end hotels.
Several luxury and lifestyle hotels are
being built.
There are several venues to choose
from accommodating up to 2.500
guests. Harpa conference centre
situated by the harbour in the city
centre is an architectural gem but
there are plenty of other venues that
are either traditional or unique.
Iceland is also up and coming as

TO NAME A FEW REASONS....
• On many top ten lists of places to visit
• 2011, the UNESCO City of Literature
• Named the World Festival and Event City

• Interesting people
• Closeness with nature
• Spectacular scenery

by the International Festivals & Events
Association
• Top five most interesting Christmas
destination by CNN
• Michelin star restaurant

• Aurora Borealis
• Conferences, meetings, and events in
Reykjavík are always likely to attract a big
crowd
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a foodie destination. Although the
Viking sagas tell the tales on violence
and raids the Icelanders today are
very friendly and peaceful, ranking
number one on the Global Peace
Index. When opting for a peaceful
theme in Reykjavik city there is one
place of particular interest. The island
Videy is situated just a few minutes
from Reykjavik city with a ferry. Videy
is home of the Imagine Peace Tower,
a memorial to John Lennon from
his widow Yoko Ono. Close to the
Imagine peace tower is a beautiful
venue and restaurant well suited for
events.
..on subsequent visits,
the beauty of those same
landscapes can still reduce
me to tears – but the locals are
what affirm my love for Iceland.
Their resourcefulness, quirkiness,
inter-connectedness and warmth
is unparalleled.“ - Carolyn Bain

WHAT REYKJAVIK HAS TO OFFER
In the past few years, Iceland has
emerged as one of Europe's most
dynamic gastronomic destinations,
full of exciting places to taste thrilling
new recipes. Chefs create modern
dishes with traditional ingredients,
influenced by the philsosophy of the
New Nordic Cuisine, where freshness
and local seasonal ingredients play a
vital role. Chefs throughout Iceland
use vegetables and herbs locally
grown in geothermally heated
greenhouses around the country,
making sure you enjoy the best
quality produce available. Reykjavik’s
restaurants have a reputation for

putting the best of sea, land and
sky onto your plate and always
with an unexpected twist. Blending
unique global flavours with the fresh,
organic, and traditional staples of
Iceland Reykjavik´s colourful gourmet
scene is a destination unto itself.
Vegans and vegetarians are also well
catered for, as are fans of traditional
Icelandic food with Reykjavík’s
famous fish and seafood restaurants
being particularly popular.
From unique boutiques to large
shopping malls, Reykjavik City’s
shopping options will have you
dazzled. The best way to experi-

ence Iceland´s vibrant design culture is to walk through 101 Reykjavik. There one will find unique
home-grown shops at every corner. Iceland is a country with inspiration in its blood. It pours out
through wwan ever increasing
number of talented designs for
everything from the humble pancake
pan to the latest development in fish
skin to make top quality men and
women´s shoes. Icelandic designers
produce a range of unique ideas and
designs, using both common and
unusual materials in totally new
ways.

TOP 10 THINGS TO DO....
....IN REYKJAVIK
• Experience authentic culture
• Explore the art scene

• Go biking
• Swim with the locals

....NEAR REYKJAVIK
• Blue Lagoon			
• Glacier walking and Snowmobiling

• River Rafting
• Golden Circle

• Enjoy the gastronomy
• Whale watching		
• See the Lighthouse at Grotta

• Enjoy the nightlife
• View Reykjavik from the air or ground
• Play golf

• Bathing in Hot springs		
• Heidmork natural park		
• Kleifarvatn and Seltun geothermal area

• Exploring caves
• Hike up Esja
• Horse riding

* For further information please visit our website: www.meetinreykjavik.is
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PRE-COVID ACCESSIBILITY

Iceland is highly accessible. As it is situated in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean midway between Europe and North
America flights are frequent to and from both continents. Meet your friends and colleagues midway at this perfect location for
conventions, events and incentives. There are more weekly flights from Keflavik airport to N-America than from Oslo, Helsinki
and Stockholm altogether and twice as many than from Copenhagen. 28 international airlines have scheduled flights during
high season 2019 to 92 destinations. During low season 2019/2020 15 airlines serve 65 destinations.Icelandair operates its
hub between USA and Europe. Icelandair has made codeshare agreement with Finnair, SAS, Alaska Airlines, Jetblue, WestJest,
Porter Airlines, Rossiya and Air Greenland. The international airport is 50 km from Reykjavik with 45 minutes traveling time
by car, taxi or flybus to the city centre.
ICELANDAIR

AIR ICELAND

VISAS

Icelandair rates among the most punctual
airlines in Europe and lands near the top in
all key areas in AEA (Association of European
Airlines) consumer reports. Icelandair was
awarded a TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Award
for being in the top ten best airlines in Europe.

Air Iceland is an enterprising and modern
airline that offers scheduled flights to
destinations in Iceland, Greenland and the
Faroe Islands.

Iceland is part of the Nordic Passport
Union and included in the Schengen Area. All
persons holding a valid Schengen visa in their
travel document do not need a VISA for entry
to Iceland.

Reykjavik is a very relaxed and accessible
capital city with hardly any cultural class
division and friendly attitude towards all
visitors. The city is compact with almost no
traffic compared to other capital cities
so no time is wasted in logistics. All venues
are within walking distance from the city
centre (5—20 minutes) and all venues
and hotels in the greater Reykjavik
capital area are within 15 minutes driving
distance from each other. In addition
all corners of Iceland are reachable by
domestic flight, with flying time of less
than 1 hour from the domestic airport
located in the city centre.
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GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT REYKJAVIK

Iceland ranks no. 1 in the Global Peace Index 2020 for twelve years running and among the top ranking Scandinavian
destination according to the Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Report in 2015. Iceland is in the top 15 countries on the Global
Competitiveness index in areas such as, higher education and training, infrastructure, technological readiness and innovation.
The country takes seventh place in quality of overall infrastructure and fourth in availability of latest technologies.
All banks in Iceland provide foreign exchange and the Icelandic currency is krona. All major credit cards are widely accepted
in Iceland and ATM machines are common.
VAT (Value Added Tax) The refund will reduce retail prices by approximately 15%. A purchase of no less than 4000 ISK per
store is eligible for a refund.
WEATHER IN ICELAND

STATISTICS

FUN FACTS

The summers are fresh and winters fairly mild.
July is the warmest month and January the
coolest. For further information on the weather
browse Icelandic Met Office.

• Total hotel rooms in 2018 are 5.400 rooms
• Total hotel rooms by 2020 are 6.400 rooms
• 45.000 conference guests in 2017
• 27.000 incentive guests in 2017

• Iceland has no military. It has coast guard and
a volunteer-run search and rescue service.
• Vigdís Finnbogadóttir was the world´s first
democratically elected female head of state.

Iceland has been dubbed the Land of
the Midnight Sun and indeed around
midsummer eve the sun is visible all day
round. The flipside of the coin is the darkest
day during winter solstice when the sun is
only visible for two and a half hours. This
natural phenomena, however, is what
creates the unique and beautiful light in
Iceland. Artists and photographers are
enthralled by it and strive to capture its
variations in miscellaneous ways. The Gulf
Stream passes along the coast of Iceland
ensuring cool temperate climates. July is the
warmest month and January the coolest.
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REYKJAVIK CITY CARD

Reykjavik City Card is the smartest and most affordable way to explore Reykjavík. It has been tailor-made for visitors to the
city, helping them to get the most out of their trip.
Reykjavik City Card offers free entry to a great selection of museums and galleries, all swimming pools in Reykjavik and free
unlimited travel by public transportation within the Reykjavik Capital Area. In addition, the card also gives you a free ferry trip
to Viðey Island and discounts on various tours, in shops and on services. To activate the discounts a cardholder needs to have
a valid card. Take it with you wherever you go, and you will be surprised at just how much money you will save!
You will be surprised how much of Reykjavík you can experience in just 24, 48 or 72 hours. The museum, bus and swimming
pool element of the card can be activated when collected or set to a specific activation time if not intended to be used right
away. Once activated, each element remains valid for 24, 48 or 72 consecutive hours, depending on the card.
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GREEN MEETINGS IN REYKJAVIK

The total energy usage of Reykjavik city derives from 100% renewable sources. 80% from hydropower and 20% from
geothermal energy. All buildings in Reykjavik are heated with geothermal water making all venues and accomodations
naturally sustainable and eco-friendly. The Icelandic government has stated an objective of making Iceland the first nation
to use only renewable energy for its power in the near future according to the Icelandic National Strategy for sustainable
development. Reykjavik is a global centre for renewable energy research as universities, government departments, public and
private companies all contribute. Former President Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson and the Icelandic nation were presented with
the first-ever Atkinson Center Award for Global Leadership in Sustainable Development for promoting the use of renewable
energy while reducing its own reliance on fossil fuels.
GREEN VENUES

GREEN ICELAND

CERTIFIED PARTNERS

Harpa is believed to be one of the most
eco-friendly conference centre in the world.
The building was designed to use mostly
natural light through its glass façade, which
covers three of the four sides of the building
and results in significant reduction in power
consumption.

• Pure and untainted tap water
• Vegetables and fruits grown in greenhouses
• Geothermal beach
• Thermal swimming pools
• Alternative fuel and electric cars

Many of our associated partners are
certified with international, Nordic or Icelandic
environmental standard. Icelandair has adopted
a policy to minimize their total environmental
impact and to establish sustainble practices by
optimizing their use of resources.

Reykjavik is now in sixth place on the Global
Destination Sustainability Index.
GDS Index score 2019:
Environmental performance 89%
Social performance 83%
Supplier performance 71%
CVB performance 85%
GREEN REYKJAVIK CHECKLIST
#1 Carbon offset your flight
#2 Walk, don´t drive
#3 Choose Iceland´s culinary treasures
#4 Do you need all this stuff?
#5 Drink Water responsibly
https://meetinreykjavik.is/why-reykjavik/
green-reykjavik/
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ACCOMMODATION
ACCOMMODATION

ACCOMMODATION REYKJAVÍK ICELAND
REYKJAVÍK CITY CENTER | MEET IN REYKJAVÍK HOTEL PARTNERS

Reykjavik
Reykjavík Marina
Konsulat Hotel
Residence
Radisson Blu
HARPA CONCERT HALL AND
1919 Hotel
Icelandair Hotel
CONFERENCE CENTRE
Reykjavík Marina
CenterHotels
Plaza

Hotel Reykjavík
Centrum

CenterHotels
Hótel Cabin
Klöpp

CenterHotels
Þingholt
Iceland
Parliament Hotel

Radisson Blu
Saga Hotel

LAUGARDALUR SPORTS PARK
THERMAL SWIMMING POOL
INDOOR/OUTDOOR SPORTING ARENA

CenterHotels
Canopy Reykjavik
City Center

CenterHotels
Skjaldbreið

REYKJAVÍK
CITY CENTRE

Fosshotel
Reykjavik
15 min Hótel Klettur

30 min

45 min

CenterHotels
Miðgarður Grand Hotel
Reykjavík

HOTELS

IN REYKJAVÍK
2018

Hilton
Reykjavík
Nordica

REYKJAVÍK
DOMESTIC AIRPORT

56
Ref: Statistics Iceland

Icelandair Hotel
Reykjavík Natura

walking distance
in minutes

59
HOTELS

HOTEL ROOMS

IN REYKJAVÍK
2019

IN REYKJAVÍK 2018

5380

Ref: Landsbankinn

80%
OCCUPANCY RATE
ON AVERAGE

Ref: Statistics Iceland

NEW HOTEL ROOMS
IN REYKJAVÍK

NEW HIGH END HOTELS
IN REYKJAVÍK & BLUE LAGOON

+547

+2
+453
+328

+1

11

63
HOTELS

IN REYKJAVÍK
2020
2019

2020

2021

2018

Íslandsbanki / Íslensk ferðaþjónusta 2016

20

2019

2020

Ref: Landsbankinn

CANOPY BY HILTON REYKJAVIK CITY CENTRE

Canopy by Hilton Reykjavik City Centre is the energizing new hotel in the neighbourhood that opened in 2016. Here you’ll
find simple pleasures, thoughtful extras and nice surprises that go beyond a boutique hotel experience. The hotel is designed
for comfort and function with local design and atmosphere providing a true local experience during your stay in Iceland. The
hotel has 95 Just right Canopy Rooms and Canopy Rooms Premium, where everything is in the right place, 17 Canopy Suites,
for guests who want the best that Canopy Reykjavik has to offer and 16 connecting rooms, for that extra space you need.
Canopy Reykjavik takes the alternative approach to business support with an emphasis on accommodating smaller groups
with private and semi-private spaces. Canopy is the perfect place to collaborate and get work done, with the option of a fully
equipped meeting space with complete private pantry for hosting lunches, extended work sessions or cocktail parties and
smaller functions. There is a fully equipped meeting room with board room table seating 15 people and suits as a smaller
functions capacity for 50 people.
INFORMATION

Number of Rooms		
Restaurant		
Fitness Room		
Disabled Facilities		
Free Wi-Fi		
Meeting Facilities		
Distance from Stakkahlíð venue		

112
Geiri Smart
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2,1 km

Highlights
• Facilitating staff, providing 24 hour guest-directed services
• Retreat and transfer, for guests arriving late or leaving early, so you feel
better going forward
Energizing comfort
• Comfortable open spaces to relax and revive
• Artisanal breakfast, made with fresh, local ingredients
• A Canopy bike for a Reykjavik city tour, available free of charge
• 24 hour fitness
Surprising extras
• A welcoming treat from the local neighbourhood
• Evening tasting of local canapes, craft brews and wines
• An in-house chocolate shop, offering the finest handmade bean-to-bar
chocolate in Iceland
Website: www.canopyhilton.com
Email: conference@icehotels.is
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HILTON REYKJAVIK NORDICA
A world of chic comfort and choices,
that is at the heart of the Hilton
Reykjavik Nordica style and service
making every visit a special occasion
for those who matter most: our
guests. At Hilton Reykjavik Nordica
you will meet the best of what
Iceland has to offer to make for a
world-class stay. Hilton Reykjavik
Nordica is Hilton’s first and only hotel
in Iceland and elegance is the key in
this four-star locale of comfort and
warmth.

Rooms 			
Restaurant 		
Fitness Room		
Disabled Facilities		
Meeting rooms		
Distance from Stakkahlíð venue

252
Vox
Yes & Spa
Yes
15
1, 4 km

Website: www.hiltonreykjavik.com
Email: conference@icehotels.is

FOSSHOTEL RAUÐARÁ
Fosshotel Rauðará is just a short
walk away from the famous
shopping street of Laugavegur and
Hlemmur Food Hall. Fosshotel
Rauðará is located in a quiet
neighborhood with Laugavegur
shopping street, Klambratún city park,
Hlemmur
Food
Hall
and
Hallgrímskirkja church all nearby.
A perfect location for those who
want to explore Reykjavík at its best.

Rooms 			
Restaurant
Fitness Room		
Bar			
Disabled Facilities		
Meeting rooms		
Distance from Stakkahlíð venue

85
Breakfast
No
Yes
Yes
0
1 km

Website: https://www.islandshotel.is/
Email: raudara@fosshotel.is

CENTERHOTEL MIDGARD
Miðgarður by Center Hotels is
positioned at one end of the city’s
main shopping street. On Thursday
nights the ever lively Jörgensen Kitchen & Bar celebrates both local produce and talent with live music performances. For a real treat check out
the hotel spa and take a dip under
an Icelandic sky in the thermal-water
hot tub.

Rooms 			
Restaurant
Fitness Room		
Disabled Facilities		
Meeting rooms		
Distance from Stakkahlíð venue

170
Yes
Yes
Yes
2
1.2 km

Website: https://www.centerhotels.com/en/
Email: midgardur@centerhotels.com
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GRAND HOTEL REYKJAVIK
Grand Hotel Reykjavik is a first-class,
four-star hotel for business travellers,
conference guests and tourists
who demand excellent service and
facilities. The hotel is located
in quiet surroundings conveniently
near the city centre and Laugardalur,
recreational area. Grand Hotel
Reykjavik conforms with the Nordic
Eco labelling criteria for hotels as well
as offering certified organic products,
at the breakfast buffet and in
meeting packages for conferences
and groups.

Rooms 			
Restaurant
Fitness Room		
Disabled Facilities		
Meeting rooms		
Distance from Stakkahlíð venue

312
Setrið
Yes
Yes
15
1,6 km

Website: www.grand.is
Email: info@grand.is

FOSSHOTEL LIND
Comfortable and centrally located
hotel with a wide selection of
restaurants, shops, museums and art
galleries nearby.
Fosshotel Lind, centrally located in
Reykjavík, is near Laugavegur, the
city’s main shopping area. Numerous
restaurants, cafés, shops, museums
and art galleries can be found just
around the corner as well as one of
Reykjavík’s largest city park. The
hotel features 78 rooms in the quiet
neighborhood of Rauðarárstígur.

Rooms 			
Restaurant
Bar			
Fitness Room		
Disabled Facilities		
Meeting rooms		
Distance from Stakkahlíð venue

78
Breakfast
Yes
No
No
0
1 km

Website: https://www.islandshotel.is/
Email:lind@fosshotel.is

CENTERHOTEL LAUGAVEGUR
When you stay at Center Hotels
Laugavegur, every day in Reykjavik
has a perfect beginning and an end.
Center Hotels Laugavegur is a true
child of Reykjavik. The quirky, urban
vibe that makes this city so unique
comes alive throughout the building.
Lóa Bar-Bistro offers sharing plates
and casual dining, and if you need to
grab a meal on the go, Stökk café offers a selection of great coffees and
tasty snacks.
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Rooms 			
Restaurant
Fitness Room		
Disabled Facilities		
Meeting rooms		
Distance from Stakkahlíð venue

102
Yes
No
Yes
N/A
1.4 km

Website: https://www.centerhotels.com/en/
Email: laugavegur@centerhotels.com

RADISSON BLU 1919 HOTEL
Style is a reflection of individuality
and character. Radisson Blu 1919
Hotel has both and offers you a
comfortable home away from home
where you can relax and work in a
singular environment. Located in the
centre of Reykjavik, in a house
of great historical significance to
Icelanders, built in 1919 and that
is where the hotel derives its
name from. Radisson Blu 1919 is a
boutique style hotel within the
Radisson Blu brand.

Rooms 			
Restaurant
Fitness Room		
Disabled Facilities		
Meeting rooms		
Distance from Stakkahlíð venue

88
1919
Yes
Yes
3
2,5 km

Website: www.radissonblu.com/1919
hotel-reykjavik
Email: guest.1919.reykjavik@radissonblu.com

ICELANDAIR HOTEL REYKJAVIK MARINA
Located in the up and coming
downtown harbour district, the
Icelandair Hotel Reykjavik Marina is
not just another hotel in Reykjavík.
It is probably the only hotel in the
world where you can almost touch
the huge vessels in the dry-dock as
the main entrance of the hotel is
located directly in front of the main
dry dock of Reykjavík harbour.
This hotel strives to deliver a more
authentic Reykjavik experience, by
synthesizing the city’s rich maritime
history with its vibrant culture.

Rooms 			
Restaurant
Fitness Room		
Disabled Facilities		
Meeting rooms		
Distance from Stakkahlíð venue

147
Slippbarinn
Yes
Yes
2
3 km

Website: http://icelandairhotels.com/hotels/
reykjavikmarina
Email: conference@icehotels.is

HOTEL REYKJAVIK CENTRUM
Hotel Reykjavik Centrum is a first
class hotel in the heart of the city.
It is located on one of Reykjavik’s
oldest streets, Adalstraeti, in a newly
renovated building, the oldest part
of which was built in 1764. On each
side of it, new buildings have been
constructed in the likeness of their
historic predecessors Fjalakötturinn
and Uppsalir. The hotel spreads over
all three buildings, and is designed in
the style found in Reykjavik around
1900. Remains from Viking longhouse
are showcased under the hotel.
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Rooms 			
89
Restaurant
Fjalakötturinn
Fitness Room		
No
Disabled Facilities		
Yes
Meeting rooms		
2,7
Distance from Stakkahlíð venue 1,5 km
Website: www.hotelcentrum.is
Email: info@hotelcentrum.is

FOSSHOTEL REYKJAVIK
Fosshotel Reykjavik opened in 2015 is
the largest hotel in Iceland featuring
320 rooms. The restaurant Haust (e.
Autumn) accommodates 200 persons
and offers a finely detailed experience
and every meal is truly exquisite. The
restaurant is exclusively designed by
the Icelandic interior designer Leifur
Welding. The Beergarden is the
perfect place to unwind after a long
day of exploring the city. Taste some
of Iceland´s finest draught beers and
enjoy the company of the locals as
well as fellow travellers.

Rooms 			
Restaurant
Fitness Room		
Disabled Facilities		
Meeting rooms		
Distance from Stakkahlíð venue

320
Haust
Yes
Yes
7
1,5 km

Website: www.fosshotel.is
Email: reykjavik@fosshotel.is

HOTEL KLETTUR, HOTEL CABIN & HOTEL ORK
Hotel Klettur is a first class hotel
in a great location in downtown
Reykjavik. The hotel has 166 rooms
with good facilities, a bar, a lounge
area and a pool table. Hotel Cabin is
a budget option. The standard rooms
are small but comfortable but for
those who want a bit more there are
also the deluxe and superior rooms.
The hotel has 249 rooms. Hotel
Örk is in a great location in the hot
spring capital of Iceland, Hveragerdi
with great meeting facilities, hot tubs,
swimming pool, restaurant and a bar.

Rooms 			
Restaurant
Fitness Room		
Disabled Facilities		
Meeting rooms		
Distance from Stakkahlíð venue

483 total
Yes
No
No
0
1/1,8/ 46km

Website: www.hotelklettur.is
Email: info@hotelklettur.is

ICELANDAIR HOTEL REYKJAVIK NATURA
Icelandair Hotel Reykjavik Natura is
located in one of the greenest areas in
Reykjavik. In addition to the comfort
of your room and the excellent spa
facilities of the hotel you can enjoy
Icelandic nature at its best just
outside the doorstep. Icelandair Hotel
Reykjavik Natura has been in service
for half a century. It has recently been
remodelled in the style of the sixties
when it was first opened to honour
both its tradition and roots. Some of
the rooms are dedicated to Icelandic
art with significant pieces of artwork.
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Rooms 			
Restaurant 		
Fitness Room		
Disabled Facilities		
Meeting rooms		
Distance from Stakkahlíð venue

220
Satt
Yes
Yes
9
1,7 km

Website: www.icelandairhotels.com/hotels/
reykjaviknatura
Email: natura@icehotels.is

ACTIVITIES
Reykjavík City and Iceland are exciting
places to explore......

TOP TEN THINGS TO DO IN REYKJAVIK
STROLL THROUGH THE CITY CENTRE
Take a stroll through the city centre. Walk around an amazing lake smack in the
middle of a bustling capital teeming with bird life. In spring and autumn rare
vagrants can be glimpsed, which greatly adds to the attraction. Take a walk along
Laugavegur, the main shopping street. A number of boutiques, designer’s shops
and art galleries will amaze you. Hand made goods of high quality have been
praised by the foreign press visiting Iceland. These are wonderful and distinctive
gifts for friends back home and to treat oneself
WHALE WATCHING
Whale watching is an extremely popular activity in Reykjavík. Wide ranges of tours
are on offer by the old harbour a short distance from the city centre.
EXPLORE THE ART SCENE
Visit some of the cities many museums. Art lovers and history connoisseurs will
find a wealth of interesting exhibitions to delight in.

SWIM WITH THE LOCALS
Go for a swim in one of the many delightful swimming pools or visit any of the
wonderful spas in the city. Soothing and invigorating treatments are available at
reasonable prices.
TICKLE YOUR PALATE
Icelandic cuisine is an offshoot of the Nordic Cuisine, known worldwide for the
freshness of the food and inspired fusion of cooking styles.
ENJOY THE NIGHTLIFE
Reykjavík has become known for its boisterous nightlife. The many bars and clubs
in the centre are filled with life all weekend as jovial people horde into town for
merrymaking.
GET INFUSED BY CULTURE
The cultural scene is vibrant and interesting. Many Icelandic musicians are internationally known for their distinctive tone and excellent music. Theatre is cherished
here and many shows and performances of great interest are always ongoing in
Reykjavík.
GO BIKING
Rent a bike and enjoy the refreshing air.
HIKE UP A MOUNTAIN
Hike Mount Esja. A popular hiking trail for many locals as well as visitors from
abroad. A great exercise with an exceptionally beautiful view from the top.
PLAY GOLF
Play golf at a course stretched across a lava field with caves, rocks and moss just
outside the green.
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TOP TEN THINGS TO DO NEAR REYKJAVIK
GLACIER ICE WALKING AND SNOWMOBILING
Going on a Glacier Ice Walk is a safe but fun activity and a great way to experience
the wonders of the Icelandic Nature. Glacier Walks are easy and accessible for
both individuals and groups and have become one of the most popular tourism
activity in Iceland. Our icy white glaciers just wait to be conquered. You choose your
method, snowmobiles, snow trucks, ropes and axes or even dog sleighs, all are
available in Iceland.
GOLDEN CIRCLE
At Thingvellir amazing rock formations captivate the eye; craggy lava fields, serrated
fissures and impressive canyons. Each and every one is in itself a world waiting for
exploration. Thingvellir is a UNESCO World Heritage Site so it’s preserved for the
whole world to enjoy. Gullfoss and Geysir are also well known attractions en route.
BATHING IN HOT SPRINGS
Geothermal energy like you would not believe. Hot pools and rivers out in the open
where people can bathe. It is a wonderful adventure to experience the power of
the Earth and feel the heat beneath the surface.
EXPLORING CAVES
Have you ever wondered what the insides of a volcano look like? Þríhnúkagígur
gives you the unique opportunity to find out. This impressive 200 m deep crater is
accessed from the top in an elevator and the myriad of colours make the trip down
a true once in lifetime experience.
BLUE LAGOON
The world famous Blue Lagoon makes use of the geothermal energy in an
innovative way to benefit your health and wellness.
RIVER RAFTING
River rafting in Hvítá river is fun and gets your heart pumping and the adrenalin
surging through your body. Enjoy impressive scenery while rushing through the
waters of Hvítá.
HEIÐMÖRK
The kaleidoscopic light in Iceland delights not only artists and photographers.
The midnight sun in the summer casts a scarlet glow over the surroundings and
Northern Lights dance across black skies in winter. You don't have to go far,
just outside the city limits in Heiðmörk Park, you can experience these natural
phenomena in a delightful way.
EMPOWER YOURSELF
Snæfellsjökull is a perfectly shaped cone volcano and said to be, by Indian new age
gurus, one of seven power stations scattered around the world. This wonderful
mountain is beautiful both seen from Reykjavík and up close.
KLEIFARVATN AND SELTÚN
Kleifarvatn is a unique still lake only a short distance from Reykjavik. The water is
extremely deep and therefore likely that a monster lurks under the still surface.
Nearby is the wonderful geothermal area Seltún with bubbling hot pools and
smelly sulphate and Grænavatn a crater filled with water of the most amazing
green hue.
STOKKSEYRI AND EYRARBAKKI
Stokkseyri and Eyrarbakki are quaint little fishing villages on the South Coast.
Old timber houses decked with corrugated iron have been beautifully renovated
adding to the charm and authenticity of these lovely villages.
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AIR ICELAND CONNECT
In a country that is rugged, dramatic
and fairly large (103 km2) we will
get you to magical and remote areas
of Iceland within a one hour flight.
Air Iceland offers however more
than just flights. In conjunction with
scheduled flights, Air Iceland offers
travellers day tours within Iceland, to
three capitals; Akureyri in the north,
Egilsstadir in the east and Isafjordur
in the west. On bright and clear days
all of the flights are scenic and offer
a unique glimpse of the Icelandic
landscape.

Reykjavik Airport
101 Reykjavik
Tel. +354 570 3030
Eva Björk Guðjonsdottir - eva@airiceland.is
Website:
https://www.airicelandconnect.com/tours
Email:
res@airiceland.is

BLUE LAGOON
Blue Lagoon is an innovatie company
in health, wellness and skin care
powered by geothermal energy.
Its operation is powered one
hundred percent by Iceland's clean
geothermal energy and is a market
leader in the development of health
related tourism.
Blue Lagoon communicates a world of
healing power, wellness and beauty
and is founded on a unique source of
geothermal seawater that originates
in Iceland's extreme environment.

Svartsengi
240 Grindavik
Tel. +354 420 8800
Website:
www.bluelagoon.is
Email:
conference@bluelagoon.com

MOUNTAINEERS OF ICELAND
Mountaineers of Iceland is a
destination management company
that has been operating since 1996.
We specialise in snowmobile
adventures, super jeep tours, Super
Truck tours and other adventures.
Mountaineers are known to assist
movie
production
companies
in difficult areas in south western
Iceland. Visitors can be assured
that
they
will
be
treated
with the friendly and exceptional
hospitality that Icelanders are
renowned for.
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Skutuvogur 12 E
104 Reykjavik
Tel. +354 580 9900
Website:
www.mountaineers.is
Email:
ice@mountaineers.is

Sundagardar 2
104 Reykjavík
Iceland
conference@meetinreykjavik.is
Tel: +354 527 6666
www.meetinreykjavik.is

